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There is compelling evidence that small oligomeric aggregates, emerging during the assembly of amyloid fibrils and plaques, are important molecular pathogens in many amyloid diseases. While significant progress has been made in revealing the mechanisms underlying fibril growth, understanding how amyloid oligomers fit into the fibril assembly process, and how they contribute to the pathogenesis of amyloid diseases, has remained elusive. Commonly, amyloid oligomers are considered to be metastable, early-stage precursors to fibril formation that are either on- or off-pathway from fibril growth. In addition, amyloid oligomers have been reported to colocalize with late-stage fibrils and plaques. Whether these early and late-stage oligomer species are identical or distinct, and whether both are relevant to pathogenesis remains unclear. Here we report on the formation of two distinct oligomer species of lysozyme, formed either during the early or late-stages of in vitro fibril growth. We further observe that the pH change from in vitro growth conditions to cell media used for toxicity studies induced distinct mesoscopic precipitates, two of which resemble either diffuse or neuritic plaques seen in Alzheimer’s histology. Our biophysical characterization indicates that both oligomer species share morphological and tinctorial features considered characteristic for amyloid oligomers. At the same time, their sizes, morphologies, their immunostaining, detailed tinctorial profiles and, most prominently, their biological activity are clearly distinct from each other. Probing the conditions promoting the formation of these two distinct oligomer species suggests distinct roles of charge interactions, hydrophobicity and monomer flexibility in directing oligomer assembly.

1. Introduction

Amyloidoses refer to a group of human disorders all characterized by the deposition of protein fibril plaques appearing in different, disease-specific tissues and organs. While the proteins that form these amyloid plaques are unrelated and disease-specific, the resulting fibrils have a shared cross-beta sheet architecture. This structural commonality has been linked to the underlying propensity of polypeptide chains to form intermolecular hydrogen bonds across their backbone. However, the role of amyloid fibrils as the underlying cause of disease symptoms is much less clear. In several non-neuropathic amyloidoses fibril deposits have been implicated as the primary cause of disease pathology. Conversely, there is compelling evidence that small oligomers, emerging during the assembly of amyloid fibrils and plaques, are potent molecular pathogens particularly in neurodegenerative diseases.

Establishing causality between amyloid formation and disease, however, has been complicated by recent findings that both fibrils and oligomers can exist in multiple polymorphic forms with distinct pathogenic potentials. In addition, there is evidence that different types of amyloid aggregates can interact with and alter the accumulation of one another. For Alzheimer’s disease, there are strong indications that Aβ aggregates interact with tau, α-syn and TDP-43, each of which is associated with distinct neurodegenerative diseases of its own, thereby adding to the complexity of amyloid species and their relation to pathogenesis.

Detailed models of the molecular steps and mechanisms regulating fibril nucleation and growth, together with analytical solutions to the resulting kinetics of fibril assembly, have significantly enhanced our mechanistic understanding of amyloid fibril self-assembly. In contrast, the conditions and mechanisms inducing or modulating the formation of metastable amyloid oligomers, in vitro or in vivo, remain poorly understood. In addition, there is evidence for the presence of multiple, distinct oligomer polymorphs formed in vitro and in vivo. This raises the questions of how oligomer species come about, what distinguishes them from one another, which
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conditions promote the formation of one over the other, and how they fit into the overall fibril assembly process. Commonly, amyloid oligomers are considered to be metastable, early-stage precursors that are either on- or off-pathway from fibril growth.\textsuperscript{19,27,32,33} At the same time, late-stage fibrils and plaques have been implicated as reservoirs for amyloid oligomer formation.\textsuperscript{34} Whether those two modes of oligomer formation are identical or distinct, and whether both are relevant to pathogenesis is unclear. Understanding the mechanisms underlying the formation of various oligomer polymorphs, and how they relate to each other, would provide important insights into their contributions to pathogenesis in different cell types and tissues, and open up new strategies for therapeutic interventions. Similarly, elucidating the relation between oligomer to fibril formation directly affects the approaches taken for targeting oligomers vs. fibrils as pathogenic species in amyloid disease.\textsuperscript{35}

Here we describe the formation of two distinct amyloid oligomer species formed \textit{in vitro} by the amyloid protein lysozyme. Intriguingly, these two distinct amyloid species form under nearly identical growth conditions, but at different time points of the fibril assembly process. While one oligomer species assembles during the initial lag phase of fibril formation, the second population emerges at the late-stages of fibril growth. For the sole purpose of distinguishing these two oligomer species, we will refer to them as early-stage versus late-stage oligomers (ESOs vs. LSOs). We had previously characterized ESOs as off-pathway competitors and inhibitors of fibril formation.\textsuperscript{19,21} We therefore focused on characterizing the sizes, morphologies and composition of LSOs, and determined their tinctorial and immunological signatures relative to those of fibrils and ESOs. Using a live/dead fluorescence assay we established that ESOs, LSOs and fibrils all display distinct levels of cell toxicity. We further observed that transfer from growth solutions to cell media induced prominent changes in levels of cell toxicity. We further observed that transfer from growth solutions to cell media induced prominent changes in levels of cell toxicity. We further observed that transfer from growth solutions to cell media induced prominent changes in levels of cell toxicity. We further observed that transfer from growth solutions to cell media induced prominent changes in levels of cell toxicity.

2. Results

We have previously reported that \textit{in vitro} amyloid assembly of lysozyme under acidic conditions proceeds along two distinct assembly pathways. One pathway is characterized by lag-free oligomer formation, but only emerges upon crossing a (protein and salt-dependent) threshold concentration. Due to its similarity with micelle formation by lipids, we refer to this threshold as ‘critical oligomer concentration’ or COC. The rate at which these metastable globular early-stage oligomers (ESOs) and curvilinear fibrils (CFs) form increases as a power law of the protein concentration above the threshold. The subsequent fibril nucleation event induces the biphasic ThT kinetics, which is characteristic for this pathway (Fig. 1A).\textsuperscript{19,36,37} Below the aforementioned threshold, the nucleated growth of amyloid filaments and fibrils (we collectively refer to as rigid fibril, or RFs) displays the ubiquitous sigmoidal ThT kinetics. During the extended lag phase of this pathway, no discernible populations of oligomeric precursors are observed. However, the cell toxicity experiments detailed below revealed that the fibril samples generated during sigmoidal fibril growth contained a second class of “late-stage” oligomers (LSOs). Here we isolated each of these oligomeric and fibrillar species for quantitative cell toxicity assays, and for determining their respective morphological, tinctorial, and immunological characteristics. We have previously characterized multiple features of the fibrils and ESO/CFs generated during sigmoidal and biphasic growth, respectively. We therefore focused on elucidating the origin of the LSOs formed during sigmoidal fibril growth, and on characterizing the new LSOs relative to RFs and ESOs.

2.1 Growth and isolation of oligomeric and fibrillar amyloids

Aggregates were generated under similar \textit{in vitro} growth conditions, and without addition of any denaturants. In both cases,
1.4 mM of hewL was dissolved in water adjusted to pH 2 with HCl, and was incubated at $T = 52 \, ^\circ C$. Fibril- vs. oligomer-dominated growth, as indicated by their respective ThT kinetics or particle-size distribution profiles (Fig. 1), was induced by using either 50 mM or 250 mM NaCl in the solutions. The progress of the aggregation reaction was monitored using dynamic light scattering. The reaction was stopped at time points appropriate to obtain suspensions of rigid fibrils (RFs) and late-stage oligomers (LSOs), typically after 6–8 days at 50 mM NaCl. Early-stage oligomers (ESOs), in turn, were harvested within 2–8 hours of incubation at 250 mM NaCl. We have previously shown that ESOs have a strong tendency to self-assemble into large curvilinear fibrils (CFs) which become the dominant aggregate species present in solution.18\textsuperscript{a},18\textsuperscript{b} Transmission electron microscope images of the ESO/CFs grown under bimodal conditions show the dominant CF population (Fig. 2A). TEM images of RFs formed during sigmoidal growth, in turn, display the characteristic rigid fibril shapes (Fig. 2B). The cell toxicity studies described below indicated the presence of an additional “late-stage” oligomer (LSO) species formed during the prolonged sigmoidal RF growth. Fig. 2C shows AFM images of LSO following their isolation from the simultaneously present RFs.

For quantification of their cell toxicity, we isolated oligomeric and fibrillar aggregates from their monomeric background, and each other, using a combination of centrifugation and molecular weight cut-off filters. Fibrils were centrifuged overnight at 14,000g and the pellet re-suspended. This process was repeated three times in order to obtain a pure RF suspension. Successful removal of residual monomers and oligomers was confirmed by the absence of UV-absorption from the supernatant obtained after the first centrifugation step. Residual fibrils were removed by passing the supernatant through a 50 nm syringe filter. Monomers were removed by passing this filtered supernatant through a 50 kDa molecular weight cut off filter. This latter filtration step was repeated twice, with oligomers collected on top of the filter being re-suspended in solution. In all cases, we saw no significant aggregate dissociation into monomers over the course of our experiments. This implies that either the rates of dissociation are slow or monomer equilibria are very small. The effects of solution transfer discussed next only further shifted this balance towards the aggregated states.

### 2.2 Formation of ordered vs. diffuse amyloid plaques upon solution transfer

At pH 2, aggregates typically remained in suspension and displayed the morphologies of individual rigid or curvilinear fibrils (Fig. 2, top row). After transfer to pH 7.4 cell medium, solutions consistently turned turbid indicating that all aggregate populations started to precipitate. The rate of precipitate formation and the resulting precipitate structures, however, were markedly different. RFs and ESO/CFs precipitated rapidly, while LSO precipitation evolved over several hours. RFs bundled into highly organized fibril sheets (Fig. 2B, bottom row). These bundles displayed bright ThS fluorescence and prominent birefringence in optical microscopy, without the need for Congo Red staining (Fig. 3, top row). Both features are considered diagnostic of amyloid plaques in vivo. ESOs and CFs, in contrast, precipitated into open-structured diffuse...
clusters (Fig. 2A, bottom row). These clusters exhibited no birefringence, indicating the lack of long-range alignment, retained their fractal-like morphology and showed only weak ThS affinity (Fig. 3, center row). Precipitates of LSOs formed compact aggregates too heavy for TEM imaging and, similarly to ESOs, displayed weak ThS fluorescence (Fig. 3, bottom row). The absence of optical activity again indicated the absence of long-range organization. These different amyloid precipitates showed noticeable differences in their affinity for cell membranes during the subsequent cell toxicity experiments. While fibril plaques strongly adhered to cell surfaces, both types of oligomeric precipitates could be mostly washed out following incubation.

The morphologies of the various hewL amyloid precipitates formed at pH 7.4 resemble basic features of neuritic and dense core vs. diffuse plaques commonly observed in Alzheimer’s disease and Down syndrome pathology. Both of these Alzheimer-associated plaques are composed of amyloid-β, with diffuse plaques often considered innocuous byproducts of Aβ accumulation. Dense and neuritic plaques show intense ThS staining and optical birefringence while diffuse plaques only stain weakly, if at all, with Thß, and lack the long-range alignment required for optical birefringence. To our knowledge, though, the specific origin of diffuse plaques and their relation to fibrillar plaques has remained unresolved. The above observation with fibrillar vs. oligomeric precipitates suggests that the corresponding Alzheimer plaques might originate from these two distinct amyloid aggregate species and, therefore, provide insights into the progression of amyloid aggregation in vivo. In light of the toxicity data presented next, it is worth noting that diffuse plaques are not associated with tissue damage in AD or Down syndrome patients.

2.3 Cell viability and altered cell morphology

Cell viability measurements were performed with adenocarcinomic human alveolar basal epithelial (A549) cells using an imaging live–dead fluorescence assay. Upon growing cells to confluence, the cells were exposed to either isolated fibrillar or oligomeric aggregates. Our preliminary experiments revealed the presence of highly toxic, non-fibrillar species present in late-stage fibril solutions. We isolated the corresponding LSOs from their fibril background and included them as separate oligomer species in subsequent toxicity studies. Cells were exposed to amyloid aggregates ranging in concentrations from 1 µM up to 100 µM, with the most prominent increase in toxicity between 5 µM and 25 µM. Together with various controls, Fig. 4A shows the relative toxicity of the two oligomeric vs. fibrillar amyloid species at 5 µM vs. 25 µM concentration. We found the toxicity of hewL RFs to be quite modest. Since RF plaques did not readily wash out and were intensely stained by the ethidium homodimer and Hoechst 33342 dyes we could not evaluate the viability of A549 cells directly located underneath RF plaques.

Most striking, though, was the wide disparity in the relative toxicity of the two oligomeric species. While ESO/CF toxicity was comparable to the modest toxicity of RFs, LSOs were highly toxic. The imaging assay also revealed dramatic changes to the overall connectivity and organization of the confluent cell layer induced by LSOs. These were absent in cells exposed to either ESOs or RFs. Specifically, LSOs caused the formation of prominent voids in the confluent cell layer and a concurrent compactation of the remaining cells into misshapen clusters (Fig. 4B). The disruption of the overall connectivity by LSOs hints at their potential at disrupting epithelial cell layers in systemic amyloidoses and endothelial cell layers in vascular AD. It also
indicates that multiple amyloid oligomer species with distinct biological activity can form under conditions supportive of amyloid fibril formation.

2.4 Origin of late-stage oligomers

One obvious question is what causes the emergence of LSOs under growth conditions very similar to those used to generate ESOs, the latter of which we had characterized in our prior work.16,37,38 In contrast to ESOs formed above the COC, neither ThT fluorescence nor dynamic light scattering measurements provided any indication for LSO formation during the lag phase of fibril growth under sigmoidal growth conditions (i.e. below the threshold for ESO formation). Toxic oligomers of IAPP and Aβ have been shown to be ThT negative but to form during the lag phase of fibril growth.32,47 We therefore explored whether hewL LSOs could have been formed throughout the assembly process but were invisible to ThT, or whether they were indeed late-stage products. In the latter case we wanted to determine whether LSOs emerged as direct result of fibril formation or were off-pathway from it. To probe the correlation between LSO and fibril formation, we utilized our observation that incubating solutions at decreasing surface-to-volume ratios accelerated fibril nucleation and growth, most likely due to preferential fibril nucleation at the air–water interface.

We monitored the time course of LSO formation during fibril growth conditions identical to those used for cell toxicity experiments. To probe the correlation between RF and ESO formation, we incubated two identical sets of seven 1.4 mM hewL solutions at 50 mM NaCl. One set of solutions was incubated in individual 1.5 ml centrifuge tubes while the second set was distributed across 42 wells of a 96 well plate, filled with 250 μl of solution each. Each day, the incubation of one centrifuge tube and six 250 μl wells was stopped, with the latter combined into one 1.5 ml solution. LSO populations from these identical solution volumes were isolated following the same separation protocol used for cell toxicity measurements, and their concentrations measured using UV-absorbance. For the 1.5 ml solutions, we had observed that fibril nucleation and growth required at least 4 days of incubation. Incubation of the 250 μl wells in a fluorescence plate reader, in turn, allowed us to monitor the time course for fibril growth with ThT and relate it directly to the emergence of late-stage oligomers. Fig. 5A shows the time course for the build-up of LSOs in the single 1.5 ml vs. six 250 μl incubation volumes. The ThT signal monitoring RF fibril formation in the 96 well plates is shown as well. In both incubation volumes the onset of toxic oligomer formation is delayed by several days, with LSO concentrations increasing rapidly thereafter. LSOs formed at 1.5 ml solution volume do not become detectable until about 4 days of incubation, which is comparable to the onset of noticeable fibril formation under those conditions. In the 96 well plates, fibril growth rapidly accelerated already after 2 days. This, instead of accelerating, delayed and depressed LSO formation.

In addition, we confirmed that LSOs neither emerged as depolymerization products of fibrils, nor did fibrils catalyze LSO formation from monomers. To do so, we seeded isolated RFs either in buffer alone (de-polymerization) or in buffer with added hewL monomers (catalytic oligomer formation) and incubated them under RF growth conditions for a time period of two days. This period was short enough to avoid “spontaneous” LSO formation from monomers. However, neither approach resulted in any detectable LSO formation (data not shown). Combining the above results, we conclude that toxic oligomers are neither fibril precursors, nor fibril depolymerization products. In addition, fibrils do not catalyze toxic oligomer formation from monomers. These experiments imply that LSO represent late-stage, off-pathway amyloid oligomers emerging under fibril growth conditions, and competing for their shared pool of monomers to grow from. Hence, just as we had established previously for ESOs, LSO formation is off-pathway from fibril growth. However, they are distinct in their biological activity from off pathway ESOs formed under biphasic growth conditions.

The above data raise the question what causes the formation of this distinct oligomer species, and how to explain their delayed onset? One possibility is that LSOs form from either partially or fully hydrolyzed hewL monomers.37,48 HwL hydrolysis progresses slowly but steadily at the acidic pH and 52 °C incubation temperature used in our experiments. If so, LSOs might form because the monomers, while still tethered by their disulfide bonds, become partially nicked and acquire enhanced structural flexibility.48 Alternatively, LSOs might form from a fully hydrolyzed hewL fragment. To test these two alternatives, we determined the composition of LSOs and ESOs vs. the hydrolyzed monomers present at the same time point with
SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions. Using reducing conditions identifies all hydrolyzed fragments, whether still tethered by disulfide bonds or not. Consistent with our prior observation, Fig. 5B indicates that ESOs form from the mostly intact monomers present during the early phases of incubation. In contrast, hewL monomers present during LSO formation are significantly hydrolyzed. Nevertheless, LSOs display the same distribution of hydrolysis fragments as the monomers present in solution. If a fully cleaved monomeric fragment were the building block for LSOs, this fragment would become enriched in LSOs. This implies that LSOs are formed from full-length but partially nicked monomers.

2.5 LSO characterization

Given the dramatic difference in the toxicity of ESOs vs. LSOs, we explored some of the basic biophysical, morphological, tinctorial, and immunological characteristics of this oligomer species in order to contrast it with the previously identified ESOs.

Size of late-stage oligomers. We performed DLS, FPLC, FTIR and immunological analyses on the late-stage monomeric and oligomeric components of the fibril supernatant (SN). DLS of the first SN after separation from fibrils indicated the presence of a small fraction of residual fibrils at about 100 nm diameter. Filtration through a 50 nm syringe removed these residual fibrils (Fig. 6A). The remaining “monomer peak” was shifted towards a hydrodynamic radius slightly larger than a pure monomer sample. This suggested the presence of an admixture of small oligomers and/or monomers enlarged by partial hydrolysis, which can’t be resolved by DLS. Passing the same solution over a size exclusion chromatography column separated the supernatant into its monomeric and oligomeric components. All samples showed a monomer peak at 19.5 ml and a weak shoulder or additional small peak towards lower molecular weights (Fig. 6B). This LMW shoulder/peak was likely due to the acid hydrolysis of a fraction of hewL monomers under these conditions. More importantly, the elution profile confirmed the presence of a significant oligomeric fraction in the supernatant – consistent with our toxicity studies using MW cut-off filters. Calibration using trypsin, pepsin and albumin indicated hewL dimers and trimers as the dominant oligomer species in the RF supernatant. These oligomers were noticeably smaller than the ESOs estimated to be octamers.

Spectroscopic and immunological features. We have previously reported that the FTIR spectra suggested that hewL ESOs have an anti-parallel β-sheet structure. Fig. 6C shows the amide-I band for hewL LSOs and monomers obtained using attenuated total reflectance Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). Just as ESOs, LSOs display peaks in the characteristic “amyloid β-sheet band” between 1610 and 1630 cm⁻¹ wavenumbers, as well as indications of an additional peak near 1690 cm⁻¹. The latter is more apparent in the difference spectra (Fig. 6D) which are obtained by subtracting the area-matched spectra of monomers from those of LSOs. The wavelength band from 1680–1700 cm⁻¹ is considered indicative of antiparallel β-sheet structures, and has been observed with oligomers from multiple amyloid proteins, including amyloid-β and α-synuclein. Antiparallel β-sheets have also been identified in the few high-resolution oligomer structures obtained with short peptide fragment of β-crystallin and human prion protein.

Staining with the oligomer-selective antibody A11 antibody is a common assay to confirm the presence of amyloid oligomers. For the dot-blot, the amount of hewL RFs deposited had to be titrated to account for the much stronger absorption and subsequent retention of RFs on the nitrocellulose membrane than for all other protein samples (see Methods for details). A11 did show noticeable cross-reactivity with hewL RFs, which we presume is due to the same non-specific stickiness the fibrils displayed for the nitrocellulose membrane, and for cells in the toxicity assay. Nevertheless, the A11 antibody preferentially recognized LSOs and reacted only very weakly

---

**Fig. 6** Size and structural features of LSOs. Characterization of 1st supernatant (SN) from centrifugation of RFs grown under sigmoidal growth conditions. (A) DLS particle size distribution before (dotted line) and after (solid line) filtration through a 50 nm syringe filter to remove residual fibrils. The hydrodynamic diameter $D_h$ of the first peak suggests it contains a mixture of hewL monomers and small oligomers (B) FPLC of 1st supernatant (SN) from hewL fibrils grown for either (a) 6 or (b) 8 days. Dependent on the incubation period, one or two larger aggregates peaks emerge. Both SNs show a monomer peak and some hydrolyzed fragments. Aggregate peaks are consistent with hewL dimers (di) and trimers (tri). (C) Amide-I band of the FTIR spectra for LSO grown at pH 2 and after transfer to pH 7, compared to hewL monomers. (D) Difference spectra of LSOs following subtraction of monomer reference spectra. A positive/negative value indicates an increase/decrease over the corresponding value over the monomer reference spectrum.
Tinctorial profiles

Recently, differences in the emission of multiple fibril-specific dyes have been used to identify different fibril polymorphs isolated from patients with familial vs. sporadic Alzheimer’s.59 Here we extended this approach by using a combination of fibril-selective (ThT, FSB and curcumin) and oligomer-sensitive (bis-ANS, crystal violet) fluorescent dyes to determine the fluorescence profiles of ESOs and LSOs relative to those of hewL RFs. Bis-ANS has been recognized as oligomer-selective by multiple investigators.60–62 Our lab recently identified crystal violet as another oligomer-selective dye.63 As expected, the fibril-selective amyloid dyes all showed significantly higher fluorescence enhancements upon binding to RFs than to ESOs or LSOs at the same concentration (Fig. 8). While quite different in amplitude to RF responses, fibril dye fluorescence was enhanced by both LSOs and ESOs. This suggests that fibrils and oligomers do share some structural characteristics, most likely the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The modest but noticeable ThT response evoked by LSOs, combined with the absence of a ThT increase in the lag phase of sigmoidal fibril growth, further supports our contention that LSOs are absent during the lag phase of sigmoidal fibril growth. In contrast to the fibril-selective dyes, fluorescence responses of bis-ANS and crystal violet to ESOs and LSOs were similar to those evoked by RFs. The significant hydrophobicity of RFs might underlie their inherent tendency to form sheet-like plaques upon their decrease in charge repulsion with

with ESOs (Fig. 7). This lines up with the difference in cellular toxicity and supports an underlying structural difference between these two oligomer species.

![Fig. 7 Immuno-staining of early vs. late stage amyloid oligomers. Dot blots of different amyloid aggregates and controls at three different concentrations. (A) Reactivity of A11 with RFs (top row) and late-stage oligomers (bottom row). (B) Ponceau staining of all samples blotted onto membrane. Concentrations for the various samples that yielded equivalent protein retention were (from left to right) RFs: 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5 µg; all others: 12, 8 and 4 µg.](image)

![Fig. 8 Responses of fibril- vs. oligomer-sensitive dyes to RFs, ESOs and LSOs. Fluorescence emission spectra of (A) the amyloid indicator dye thioflavin T (B) the fluorescent Congo Red derivative FSB and (C) the amyloid binding dye curcumin (D) the environment-sensitive dye bis-ANS and (E) the oligomer dye crystal violet. Dye and aggregate concentrations were typically 15 µM and 1 mg ml⁻¹, respectively. Monomer reference spectra are shown in black. Spectral shifts to the emission peaks are highlighted in the inset to each spectrum.](image)
increasing pH. For all dyes, though, ESOs and LSOs show clearly distinguishable fluorescence enhancements. Several of the dyes also display modest but noticeable changes in their peak emission wavelength or spectral shape in the presence of the three aggregate species (see inserts). The enhanced response to LSOs vs. ESOs by the environmentally sensitive dye bis-ANS and crystal violet points to an underlying difference in the hydrophobicity of these two oligomeric species that likely correlates with their noticeable differences in cell toxicity.

3. Discussion and conclusion

Our experiments indicate that slight changes in the conditions supportive of amyloid fibril formation by lysozyme can generate two distinct conformers of amyloid oligomers we have labelled early-stage (ESOs) and late-stage oligomers (LSOs). ESOs emerge as “precursor” to fibrils during the lag phase of fibril formation. We have previously shown that the process of ESO formation in lysozyme is identical to that observed with amyloid-β, that they are off-pathway from fibril formation, and that their emergence requires the crossing of a threshold concentration we called the “critical oligomer concentration” or COC.19,36 We further confirmed that ESOs and curvilinear fibrils (CFs) of both Aβ and lysozyme actively inhibit secondary nucleation of amyloid fibrils by binding to the lateral surfaces of fibril seeds.23 In contrast to ESOs, LSOs require extended incubation at concentrations below the COC of ESOs. For some other amyloid proteins, such as IAPP, toxic oligomers emerged without ThT response during the lag phase of fibril growth. LSOs formed by hewL, instead, did not form during the lag phase of fibril growth.47 While overlapping with the time course for fibril formation, our time-resolved measurements of RF vs. LSO formation indicate that LSOs, just as their ESO counterparts, are forming off-pathway during fibril growth. Reducing SDS-PAGE indicates that ESOs and LSOs are both composed of full-length lysozyme instead of some hydrolysis-induced peptide fragment. However, while ESOs assemble from essentially intact monomers, LSOs are formed from severely nicked monomers. This matches with prior results documenting hydrolysis effects on lysozyme fibril formation upon extended incubation at pH 2.48

Isolating each of the three different amyloid aggregate species (ESOs, LSOs and RFs) from monomers, and from each other, allowed us to assess their relative cell toxicity. Interestingly, while ESOs and RFs were only mildly noxious, LSOs proved to be highly toxic to cells. There are two prior reports of lysozyme oligomers formed after weeks of incubation under acidic growth conditions. These oligomers were shown to be highly toxic to phaeochromocytoma (PC12) cells and to induce toxicity and tau hyperphosphorylation in cortical neuronal slices at levels comparable to Aβ42 oligomers.63 We suspect that these oligomers were similar to the LSOs generated here. However, the growth temperature and incubation periods were sufficiently different to prevent a direct comparison. The authors also did not indicate whether pH transfer affected the structure of their aggregates.

The interpretation of aggregate toxicity is complicated by the inherent changes in aggregate structures upon transfer from pH 2 growth conditions to cell medium, but also provide some intriguing parallels to AD plaques. The precipitates of hewL RFs and ESOs closely resemble the morphological, optical and tintorial characteristics of neuritic vs. diffuse plaques seen in post-mortem AD histology. The fact that hewL ESOs emerge as precursors to RFs also matches with the observation that diffuse plaques are considered benign precursors of late-stage neuritic plaques.43 At the same time, the rapid assembly of RFs and ESO/CFs into larger structures might underlie the low levels of resulting cytotoxicity. Imaging the morphology of the cell layer revealed that LSOs not only were considerably more toxic than either RFs or ESOs, it also indicated that the former significantly altered cell morphology and cell layer connectivity. This effect suggests that amyloid toxicity measurements should not only account for single-cell responses but for the changes in tissue structures often seen in pathology. It is worth mentioning that the precipitation of LSOs proceeded relatively slowly, suggesting that significant populations of small oligomers remained in solution during cell exposure. While we suspect that the underlying structural differences between ESOs and LSOs are the main reason for their distinct cell toxicity, we can’t exclude that the precipitation and differences in solubility upon transfer to cell medium contribute to the observed differences in cell toxicity. It is interesting to note, though, that amyloid formation in cells is likely to involve different cellular compartments with distinct environments. Hence those differences in morphology under different growth conditions might well be physiologically relevant.

Generating two oligomer polymorphs with distinct biological activity allowed us to investigate to what extend they share, or differ in, various characteristics associated with amyloid oligomers, and to explore the mechanism(s) promoting their formation. The molecular weights of both oligomer species fall in the range of just a few monomers, with ESOs estimated to contain eight monomers,39 while FLPC of LSOs suggested that they are as small as two to three monomers. Among the characteristics distinguishing these oligomers are their relative propensities towards further polymerization. While ESOs readily polymerize into curvilinear fibrils,39 also often referred to as protofibrils, LSOs did not form any discernible polymeric assemblies under their acidic growth conditions. Similar to our prior observations with ESOs, the infrared spectra of LSOs do contain amyloid-like intermolecular hydrogen bonds, as indicated by their peaks in the amyloid region (1610–1630 cm⁻¹) of the amide-I bands.40 Equally important, a weak peak around 1680–90 cm⁻¹, considered indicative of anti-parallel β-sheets, is present as well.51,52 In contrast to populations of ordered vs. disordered oligomers observed with α-synuclein, and of disordered oligomers of αβ40,66,67 both LSOs and ESOs appear to be structured.

The fluorescence responses of fibril-selective vs. oligomer-sensitive dyes support several conclusions. Both ESOs and LSOs induce relatively muted fluorescence enhancements of
fibril-selective dyes. At the same time, the fluorescence of the oligomer-specific dyes bis-ANS and crystal violet show robust enhancements in the presence of ESOs and LSOs. This pattern is characteristic of amyloid oligomers, in general, which are structurally distinct from amyloid fibrils. Equally important, LSOs consistently evoke more prominent fluorescence responses from both crystal violet and bis-ANS than ESOs. The enhanced response to bis-ANS and the smaller size of LSOs vs. ESOs matches with suggestions that increased hydrophobicity and reduced size of amyloid oligomers correlates with increases in cell toxicity. The difference in LSO vs. ESO structure and size as underlying cause for their distinct cellular toxicity is further buttressed by the preferential response of the anti-oligomer antibody A11 to LSOs.

Our in vitro experiments indicate that two distinct amyloid oligomer species can emerge under nearly identical solution conditions. This, in turn, raises the question what mechanisms regulate the formation of these distinct oligomer species? In the case of ESOs, we had previously shown that (a) lysozyme needed to be partially unfolded, and (b) ESO formation was limited by a protein/salt-dependent threshold related to the inherent charge repulsion among the monomers. In contrast, LSOs require significant partial hydrolysis of lysozyme monomers. We hypothesize that it is this increased flexibility and concurrent exposure of hydrophobic residues of the partially hydrolyzed monomers that are essential requirements for the assembly into LSOs. Interestingly, the point mutants of lysozyme implicated in human lysozyme amyloidosis, while structurally identical to the native state, also display increased structural flexibility and reduced thermal stability. The partial hydrolysis of hewL monomers under our growth conditions seems to provide an alternative way to promote such structural flexibility. This would imply that the flexibility of the amyloid monomer plays an important role in the type of amyloid oligomers that will assemble from them. Our data suggested that LSO are formed exclusively from hydrolyzed monomers and not as depolymerization product of fibrils. However, we can’t exclude that prolonged incubation of RFs or changes in solution conditions, as described for β-microglobulin, could result in the release of monomers capable of forming “plaque-associated” LSOs. It is intriguing that folded proteins implicated in amyloidoses are all extracellular, and therefore more prone to degradation and enhanced structural flexibility during their life cycle.

Overall, the ability to generate two distinctly different and homogeneous oligomer populations without the use of denaturants or drugs can provide insights into the in vivo conditions promoting the formation of either relatively innocuous or highly toxic oligomer species. This could open up new approaches in targeting cellular pathways underlying pathogenic oligomer formation.

4. Materials and methods

4.1 Chemicals and cell lines

Two times recrystallized, dialyzed and lyophilized hen egg white lysozyme (hewL) was purchased from Worthington Biochemicals (Lakewood NJ). Ultrapure grade thioflavin T (ThT) was obtained from Anaspec (Freemont, CA). Bis-ANS was obtained from Tocris Bioscience (Minneapolis, MN) and FSB from Calbiochem (San Diego, CA). Other chemicals were from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA) and were reagent grade or better. All solutions were prepared using 18 MΩ water from a reverse osmosis unit (Barnstead E-pure, Dubuque, IA). A549 cells for toxicity were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA).

4.2 Growth and separation of amyloid aggregates

The amyloid aggregate species generated from hewL included rigid fibrils (RFs), early-stage oligomers (ESOs) and their associated curvilinear fibrils (CFs), as well as late-stage oligomers (LSOs) were all formed at acidic pH. Solution pH was established using either 25 mM KH₂PO₄ buffer or by adjusting the pH of the water/protein/salt solutions to pH 2 by adding small amounts of hydrochloric acid. hewL was at a fixed concentration of 1.4 mM in the pH 2, 50 mM NaCl solution (for formation of RFs and LSOs) or 250 mM NaCl (for formation of ESO/CFs). Solutions were filtered through 220 nm PVDF syringe filters (Fisherbrand, Fisher Scientific) prior to incubation at 52 °C. Protein samples with 50 mM NaCl were incubated for 6–8 days for RF formation while 250 mM NaCl hewL solutions were incubated for 2–8 hours and ESO/CF formation monitored with dynamic light-scattering (DLS). For quantification of their toxicity, individual aggregate species were isolated from monomers via centrifugation and/or use of molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) filters.

Isolation of fibrils. RF (50 mM NaCl) solutions (2 ml) were spun for 20–24 hours at 15 000 g and 15 °C. The RF supernatant (SN) and RF pellets were collected. Aggregate pellets were re-suspended in their respective solutions and spun again for 22–24 hours. This process was repeated until the monomer concentration in the supernatant was less than 1% of the aggregate concentration in the pellet. This typically required 3 cycles.

Isolation of LSOs. The LSOs present in the first RF supernatant were isolated from hewL monomers using 50 kDa molecular weight centrifugal cut-off filters (Millipore Sigma Amicon, Fisher Scientific). The 50 kDa pore size was required for passage of hewL monomers, which were retained by 30 kDa filters. 500 μl of the first RF SN was placed in the MWCO filter, spun at 15 000 g for 20 min. The filtrate after the first spin was collected for subsequent isolation of hydrolyzed monomers. The residue on top of the filter was washed adding 300 μl of 50 mM NaCl pH 2 solution. After three washes, the filter was flipped, put into a new centrifuge tube and spun at 1000 g for 5 minutes to collect isolated toxic oligomers.

Isolation of hydrolyzed monomers. The filtrate after the 1st spin of the RF supernatant through the 50 kDa MWCO filter was used to isolate hydrolyzed monomers. This filtrate was brought to pH 7 in a two-step process: it was first diluted in DMEM no serum media in 1 : 1 proportion (500 μl DMEM and 500 μl of the filtrate) and spun for 22–24 h at 15 000 g. The
resultant supernatant was collected and filtered through 30 kDa MWCO filter for 20 min at 15,000 g. The residue on the top of the filter was collected and the pH adjustment completed by adding 300 µl DMEM to the top of the filter. To remove toxic oligomers induced by the pH transfer, this suspension was filtered again through a 50 kDa MWCO filter at 15,000 g for 20 min, and the filtrate was collected.

**Isolation of ESO/CFs.** Formation of ESO/CFs in 250 mM NaCl, pH-adjusted water at 52 °C was monitored using dynamic light scattering (Malvern Zetasizer Nano) until the ESO/CF peak reached approx. 70% of total scattering intensity. Resulting ESO/CFs were separated from monomers using filtration through 50 kDa MWCO filters.

**4.3 Cell viability assay**

The cytotoxicity of the various hewL aggregates was investigated using adenocarcinomic human alveolar basal epithelial cells (A549). Cell viability was assessed using a live/dead fluorescence assay. A549 cells were cultured in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 1% antibiotic–antimycotic (100×) and 2 g l⁻¹ NaHCO₃. Cells were maintained in a 5% CO₂ humidified atmosphere at 37 °C and seeded at a density of 1.5 × 10⁴ cells per well in 96 well plates. After 24 hours, the cell medium was replaced with DMEM without FBS and the plate incubated for another 24 hours. HewL aggregates were added to the cells and incubated for 48–72 hours. Dilutions of all aggregates were chosen so that the same dilutions of the growth medium (50 or 250 mM NaCl at pH 2) with the same concentrations of monomeric hewL did not affect cell viability. Cell medium was used as negative control and the apoptotic peptide toxin KLAKK73 at 50–100 µM was used as positive toxicity control. After washing the cells twice in PBS, any dead cells were stained with 4 µM of the membrane impermeable nuclear stain ethidium homodimer-1 (Life Technologies) for 1 h at 37 °C. Subsequently, live cells were stained with the cell permeant dye Hoechst 33342 (NucBlue, Life Technologies) for 30 minutes. Five non-overlapping regions were imaged from each well using an EVOS inverted fluorescence microscope at 10× magnification. NucBlue and ethidium homodimer fluorescence were imaged using a DAPI and RFP filter cube, respectively. Both fluorescence images were overlayed with brightfield images of the same region. Live/dead cell counting was performed using NIH ImageJ. Fluorescence and bright-field images in Fig. 4 were adjusted for contrast and intensity for display purposes.

**4.4 FPLC and SDS PAGE analysis**

For fast liquid protein chromatography (FPLC) 1–2 mg of protein was dissolved in 500 µl of DI water with 50 mM NaCl, adjusted to pH 2 with HCl, as running buffer. Samples were injected into a Superdex 75 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) mounted on an ATKA PURE (GE Healthcare) FPLC. The column was typically rinsed with 2 column volumes of DI water, and then washed with running buffer for one column volume before injection of the sample. For separation, UV absorption was monitored at 280 nm during column filtration and samples were fractionated into test tubes.

For reducing sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE), samples of fresh monomers, early-stage oligomers ESOs and late-stage oligomers (LSOs) were prepared and isolated as described above. All samples were analyzed using 16.5% gradient Tris-tricine gels (Criterion, Bio-Rad) with an SDS running buffer without glycine. An aliquot of each sample (2 mg ml⁻¹) was mixed with Tricine sample buffer (Bio-Rad) in the presence of 2% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol (Fisher Scientific) in 1:1 ratio and boiled for 5 minutes at 90 °C. 30 µl of each sample was loaded onto the gel and run for about 1.5 hours at 105 V. The gel was fixed in a solution of 40% methanol and 10% acetic acid for 30 minutes, stained for 2 hours using Coomassie blue (G-250 stain, Bio-Rad) for 1 hour, and was washed overnight with DI water.

**4.5 Antibody dot blots**

HewL monomer, and isolated RFs, ESOs/CFs, LSOs and hydrolyzed monomer (2 µl each) were spotted on nitrocellulose membranes (Thermofisher Pierce). HewL RFs absorbed onto the nitrocellulose membrane strongly while all other aggregates became diluted during washing steps. Using Ponceau staining, we adjusted the amount of protein deposited to obtain comparable total protein retained by the membrane. Membranes were blocked with 7% milk in 1× Tris-buffered saline (TBS) at room temperature for 1 h. After three washing steps in 1× TBST (5 min each), membranes were incubated overnight at 4 °C with 1:1000 dilution of the amyloid oligomer antibody A11 (Novus Biologicals). Membranes were washed in 1× TBST for 3 times (5 min each) and were incubated in 1:1000 dilution of Ig goat anti-rabbit antibody (Southern biotech) for 1 h at room temperature. After 1 h, membranes were washed in 1× TBST for 3 times and once in 1× TBS. Then, ECL western blotting substrate (Thermo Fisher Pierce) was added for detection. Sample photoluminescence was detected using a Chemidoc imager (Bio-Rad).

**4.6 Tintorial profiles**

The fluorescence emission spectra of RFs, ESOs and LSOs relative to monomers were obtained using the fibril-selective dyes Thioflavin T, FSB and curcumin, as well as the oligomer-selective dyes bis-ANS and Crystal Violet. Concentrations of dyes used were typically 15 µM and aggregate concentrations were adjusted to 1 mg ml⁻¹. Dye emissions for aggregates were excited at 445 nm for ThT, 377 (ESO) or 395 nm for FSB, 449 nm for curcumin, 395 nm for bis-ANS, and 583 (ESO) or 593 nm for CV, respectively, and emission spectra collected using a spectrophuorometer (Fluoromax-4, Horiba Instruments, USA) using excitation/emission slit width of 5 nm each.
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